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Blue-Green Network Research
Based on Weifang Water
System
PROBLEM STATEMENT AND BACKGROUND
Since the water infrastructure is the subject of our team’s attention, we have chosen a representative site in northern China –
Weifang, which is with intensive regional river network and the
vast majority of rivers finishing their complete process of rising
till rolling into the sea within the region.The construction of the
water infrastructure and the green infrastructure support each
other, so we finally set the theme of the blue-green infrastructure network research. Based on the characteristics of the site,
we select water infrastructure, agriculture, green infrastructure,
transport, and agricultural industries that are closely related to
the theme, as key research systems, then conducting our research on blue-green network from five important levels: green
space level, water resilient level, habitat conservation level, greenway level, and heritage corridor level.

Project Area

Weifang region is located in the center of the Shandong Peninsula, with a total area of 16,000 square kilometers, it is one of
the most active economic development zones and the fastest
urbanization areas in China. Similar with most cities in China,
Weifang region is undergoing a unconventional rapid urbanization process. Various cities in the area are in rapid development,
continuous expansion and construction of numerous infrastructures. Meanwhile, the regional natural system is suffering from
serious damage (fragmentation, pollution, degradation, etc.),
leading to increasingly serious negative impacts and severe
challenges.
With the expectation to figure out a approach protecting the
natural system in the context of urbanization process, the plan
defines a preservation framework for key ecological land, completing the functional structure of natural system, remodeling the
intimate relationship between man and nature. Based on this
goal, the planning of Weifang river system green network has
been launched.
The Blue-Green Networks is revitalizing the capacity of the
eco-service system through reconstructing the symbiotic structure of urban area and surrounding nature. It is an avant-garde
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Phase 1

YEAR: 2020 （Data Analysis）
Integrate the visualized green space resources that are
existed, planning and potential along the river to initially
build a green network.

Phase 2

YEAR: 2035
Confirm the baseline of green network scale for Weifang’s ecological sustainable development preliminarily
with Weifang’s ecological capacity calculation.

Phase 3

YEAR: 2050 （Design intervention）
Multiple ecosystem services is based to further enhance the scale and structure of the green network.

Exsited and potential green space along
the water
Exsited and potential green space along
the infrastructures
Protection of headwaters region
Protection of important ecological plate
Regional park system
Non-motorized transportation system
Protection of habitat
Water purification and resilient system
Protection of flood area management
Protection of historical culture

Weifang River Green Networks
The Existing Urban
Green Spaces

Available Riverside
Saline Land

Estuary Tideland

Riverside Waste Land

Existing Situation 2020

Early Adopter 2035

Early Adopter 2050

By integrating significant ecological heritages
of the region (natural forests, river corridors,
coastal wetlands, etc.) and utilizing the linear
urban infrastructures (canals, railways, highways, etc.), the plan structures a cross-regional
green infrastructure network, reconstructs the
relation between Weifang region and its surrounding natural system and reconnects Weifang region to its nature heritage with the new
300 mile linear park system along 10 major
bayous.
With social, cultural and environmental issues
addressed, it creates equitably distributed park
space for all.
The network will function as a multiple natural and public service complex, carrying park
systems, greenway systems, habitat systems,
water conservation, water quality improvement
and cultural heritage protection networks.

CURRENT SITUATION

Structuring Process

SIGNIFICANT NATURAL RESOURCES IN URBAN AREA

1 Integration -- Framing the network
By integrating natural river corridors, mountains and forests, coastal wetlands and linear
urban infrastructures, the basic skeleton of regional green network is embodied.
2 Potential tapping -- Protecting key spaces
Relying on the network, current natural heritage and key ecological land is chiefly protected. Meanwhile, the abandoned, low-value or
underutilized land resources in the surrounding
area are reconnected its once forgotten past.
In this way, the conservation zone with maximum operability and natural system integrity is
delineate.
3 Regeneration -- Strengthening functional
structures
Ranging from bio-community restoration, habitat regeneration, water conservation etc., multiple ecosystem services is based to further
enhance the scale and structure of the green
networks.

Riverside Ecological
Zones of Various
Levels

UNDERGOING DESTRUCTION AND ENCROACHMENT

Reservoir Water
Source Conservation
Zones

SIGNIFICANT NATURAL RESOURCES IN URBAN AREA

Mountain Foot Creeks
(Catchment Area)

Non or Late Adopter 2035

Late Adopter 2050

Estuary Tideland
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Salinity dilution

Creat coastal wetland
water storage

Set up resilient lake
reservoir

Form terminal stage
utilize system

Deliminate riverside
buffer zone

Set up water quality
improvement wetlands

Set up water purification wetlands

Form water quality improvement system

EARLY ADOPTER

NON-ADOPTER

WATER PURIFICATION AND RESILIENT SYSTEM
PLAN

POSSIBLE PROBLEMS IN 2050
1. Insufficient precipitation
makes drought a major contradiction and some rivers are
dry.
2. Green space is fragmented.
3. The rapid urbanization
process encroaches on river
and green lands.
4. Poor protection of water
source leads to serious water
pollution.
5. The natural river bank
was destroyed, the ecological
function and natural habitat
are in serious crisis.

Regarding the water pollution
caused by industrial, agricultural production and sanitary
sewage, the plan propose to
increase water flows, improve
water quality and resiliently
control flooding thorough the
source, medium and terminal
stages of conservation-purification-storage and utilization.

CHANGYI CITY

CHANGLE COUNTY

WEICHENG AREA

SHOUGUANG CITY

ANQIU CITY

ZHUCHENG CITY

EARLY ADOPTER

EARLY ADOPTER

Park System Plan

HABITAT CONSERVATION PLAN

9 COUNTRY PARK RINGS
+ 3 REGIONAL ECO-PARK
SYSTEMS
Regarding the key ecological
areas closely linked with urban area, nature experiencing and recreation functions
for residents are taken into
consideration, a series of ecoparks are integrated into a
water network park system.

2 KEY HABITAT CONSERVATION ZONES,
7 KEY HABITAT CONSERVATION CORRIDORS,
14 KEY HABITAT CONSERVATION SITES.
Strengthen function of biodiversity protection in green
network, so as to protect key
habitat matrixes and patches,
meanwhile to structure corridor spaces for animal migration.

10 city-level recreational greenways
1959km greenway in total

COASTAL TIDELAND
HABITAT PATCHES

FOREST HABITAT
PATCHES

1.PATCHES
BAI LANG HE RIVER CORRIDOR
MI HE RIVER
CORRIDOR
WEI HE RIVER
CORRIDOR

2.CORRIDORS
LIN HAI COASTAL
WETLANDS
WEI SHUI
COASTAL
WETLANDS
JU YANG HU
WETLANDS

3.SITES

GAOMI CITY

8 region-level nature experiencing greenways
905km greenway in total

2.DRY RIVER

3.HARD RIVER BANK

Non Adopter 2050

QINGZHOU CITY

1.RUINED WILDERNESS

EARLY ADOPTER

EARLY ADOPTER

GREENWAY SYSTEM PLAN

HERITAGE CORRIDOR PLAN

Relying on the green network
of water system, a greenway
recreation network cascading
series of natural resources is
framed, carrying a wide range
of public experience functions,
further enhencing the intimate
contact between residents
and nature.

HISTORICAL AND CULTURAL RESOURCE SPOTS
Integrating numerous historical and cultural resources
along Weifang water network,
the plan excavates the valuable or worthy protected sites
which are closely related to
river evolution, framing the
water culture heritage network.

WEI HE RIVER
WETLANDS
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